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Iَ;.ُ#)َن
O you who have believed, prescribe upon you is fasting as it was decreed 

upon those before you that you may become righteous 
Taqwa can be seen in different dealings in life, in different situations. 
Fasting has the impact of increasing taqwa. 
Allah prescribed different worships for us; fasting in the month of Ramadan,    
salaah five times a day, Haj once in the lifetime, zakat to be given once a 
year, and the Shahadatain all the time. These are the minimum worships 
needed to attain taqwa. 
To be a muttaqi, or to have taqwa, is to guard your heart, tongue, and limbs 
from doing anything that would bring the wrath of Allah upon you, 
essentially, put yourself in a cage. 
When you perform a worship properly, the way Allah wants, it has an effect 
of improving you. Therefore, when you perform prayers properly, with faith 
and khushoo, your level of taqwa will be higher at the end. 
All prescribed acts of worship are actually a training for yourself. Controlling 
yourself while praying, concentrating, guarding yourself from showing off, is 
actually training to control yourself afterwards as well. Giving zakat gets rid 
of greed. During Haj, you abstain from things which are actually halaal. You 
have to hold on to your patience while interacting with thousands of people. 
This is all training.
Actually, you must remain in ihram during all your life, but from haraam 
things.     



Fasting is one of the biggest means of attaining taqwa. 
The Messenger of Allah !"# ا) '"&% و *"+ said :

 0/ +5م ر5D0ن إA@5-5ً وا?<=5>5ً، 789 6% 50 234م 0/ ذ-,% 
%&"' F8>0 

١٢١٩ # # JA2? ، 5ب # ٩>L ، MN65O65ض اAر
He who observes fasting during the month of Ramadan with Faith while 
seeking its reward from Allah, will have his past sins forgiven.
This purification is needed for us once very year. All the pillars of Islam are 
actually purification. Every day in Ramadan should be better than the one 
before, because your sins are forgiven. Sins pull down the level of taqwa. 
Don't worry about the dunya, think only of the akhirah. Concentrate on 
fulfilling the commands of Allah, and He will reform your dunya. If you follow 
the dunya, it runs away from you, making you run after it. Follow Allah, and 
the dunya will follow you like a servant; this is the strategy of life. The 
dunya in the eyes of Allah is of less value than the wing of a mosquito. 
All the obligatory worships prescribed by Allah suit all mankind, regardless 
of nationality and culture. Man-made religions and worship are illusions 
with no value. Only the religion of Allah has value.   

6َ= أEَF6َ= ا%.4َ67ِ آC5َُ)ا
O you who have believed

5A : oh; a form of address
5QAأ : those
/AS6ا : the ones
they believed : آTU0ا
Verb : /َ0َآ : to believe

This command is for the believers, because without belief, you cannot fast. 



ُ>ِ;َ: 9ََ/@ُْ-ُ+ ا%AB@َ=م
Prescribed upon you is fasting

َ
X>ِLُ : has been prescribed
Verb : Xََ>Lَ : prescribed, obligated
The verb here is in passive form, called لTQ\@"6 ]U,0
!^&"' : upon you all 
fasting : اO6&5م
Verb : 5َم+ : to abstain

The 5م&+ or fasting in Islam is different than in other religions. The fasts in 
other religions involve either abstaining from a particular food, or being 
allowed to drink liquids. 

اO6&5م Tk ا0j=5ك 0َِ/ ا7gِ8hُات e0 اT"b /0ِ cdU6ع ا86\7 إ6* 79وب ا6`@_
Fasting is abstaining from food, drink and relations with one's spouse with 
the intention (of fasting) from dawn to sunset. 
Fasting as a form of abstaining from food and drink did not exist in ancient 
times. At the time of Zakaria and Marium مl=6ا !Q&"', the fast was to abstain 
from talking. 
The Jews in Madinah fasted on Ashura, the 10th of Muharram, to 
remember the day when Allah rescued Musa مl=6ا %&"' from Firaun. Then 
Allah replaced fasting on one day by fasting for one month. This happened 
in stages, because the early Muslims were not used to fasting, so it was 
difficult for them initially. They had he option to either fast, or give cA2m or 
compensation. Then gradually, it became obligatory to fast. This process 
shows the mercy of Allah, He did not want it to be difficult for them. 

َ>َ<= ُ>ِ;َ: 9ََ/8 ا%.4َ67ِ 45ِ $3َْ/ُِ-ْ+
as it was prescribed upon those before you



5@L : as
Xَ>ِLُ : prescribed
*"' : upon
/AS6ا : those
/0 : from 
!^",n : before you all 

The original religions of Musa and 'Eesa مl=6ا !Q&"' also had fasting, but in 
different forms. Now fasting is only associated with the Muslims, but it was 
prescribed for the Jews and the Christians. Salaah and Haj is also 
associated only with the Muslims, whereas all the prophets and 
messengers مl=6ا !Q&"' were Muslim, all went for Haj, all prayed. Over the 
ages, people changed these concepts. Islam is not a new religion, all the 
messengers and prophets preached Islam, and submitted to Allah. 
The virtue of the Muslims is that they came later, but will be the foremost on 
the Day of Judgement for accounting, which will also be different from 
others; the good deeds are multiplied. The Muslims can work less and have 
more reward, will drink from the Pool of Kawther, will cross the Bridge of 
As-Siraat first, will enter Paradise first. Other religions have Divine books; 
but the Quran, is the only one which is (م اlL, the words of Allah, an 
attribute of Allah, preserved for all time until the Day of Judgement. 
There is only One Lord, only one Deen. Allah says in Surah Aali Imraan :

ْ(Jَُم ِKْا ِ.Lا MَC9ِ 4َ6AM%إِن. ا ۗ 
Indeed, the religion in the sight of Allah is Islam

3:19
This is encouragement for the Muslims. 

I +ْ-ُ./1َ%ََ;.ُ#)َن
that you may become righteous

!^"o6 : so that you may



!L + po6
T3>4 : attain taqwaن
Verb : *34ا : to guard oneself

This is the main wisdom behind fasting, to attain taqwa. Fasting is the 
biggest means to attain taqwa. The fasting person abstains from halaal or 
allowed acts, which are eating, drinking and having a relation with one's 
spouse. 
Fasting is self-training; you are thirsty, there is a cup of water in front of 
you, you have the desire to drink it, but you don't, for the sake of Allah. The 
fast is actually of the heart, because you go against your desires to please 
Allah. Only Allah knows whether you are fasting with your heart. 
The shaitan flows in the veins of mankind, trying to confound them by his 
whispers.
The Messenger of Allah !"# ا) '"&% و *"+ said :

إِنq ا5َgْ&q`6َن Aَْ\7ِي 0ِِ/ ا>ِْ/ آَدَم 0َْ\7َى اq26مِ
٤٧١٩ # JA2? ، ا>[ داود x#

The devil flows in a man like his blood.
When you fast, your veins shrink, and the shaitan is constricted, so he 
cannot whisper to you freely. 
Ask Allah to make each Ramadan better than the next. 
You as a human being consist of body and soul. In life, the focus is more on 
the body, of fulfilling its needs. The food for the soul is worship, which gives 
more satisfaction than food and drink. When a worship,is not done properly, 
the body craves food. 
During fasting, you make your body pause and take a back seat, while your 
focus shifts to the soul. Good deeds now become easier. Fasting also 
makes you more considerate towards others. You can see your own 
weaknesses. You realize how poor you are to Allah, how much you need 



Him. Your heart softens, and you can see the suffering of those less 
fortunate than yourself. 
Fasting cuts you down to size; it is a cure for arrogance.  


